This research work is based on the thesis contribution by proposing the goal-based hybrid filtering approach in e-learning recommender systems (eLearningRecSys). The proposed work has been used to analyze the personalized similarities between learner's profile preferences collaboratively. The proposed work consists of two hybridizations: the first hybridization has been made with content-based filtering and collaborative features to overcome the new-learners zero-rated profile recommendations issue; the second hybridization has been done with collaborative filtering and k-neighborhood scheme features to improve the averagelearner's low-rated profile recommendations issue. Therefore, the proposed goal-based hybrid filtering approach that hybridized content-based filtering, collaborative filtering and k-neighborhood features simultaneously works on both types of learner's profiles recommendation issues in e-learning environments. The experiments in the proposed work are done using the famous "MovieLens" dataset, while the evaluation of experimental results has been performed with mean of precision 83.44% and mean of recall 85.22%, respectively. t-test result shows the probability difference value of 0.29 between the proposed hybrid approach and the evaluated literature work. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid recommender systems in e-learning scenarios.
Introduction
The intensification of web increased the difficulties to find the relevant learning contents quickly and efficiently, but electronic learning or e-learning scenarios provide many benefits to learners. They have some drawbacks too, for example, big data mismanagement [1] by increasing the number of pages, which have not been considered as an effective and good data management strategy [2] for e-learning. The reason for discouraging this strategy is that the learner's spend a huge time in visiting every page for retrieving their required learning content, which increases the leaning content's retrieving time and cuts the learner's interest. However, recommender systems in e-learning know as e-learning recommender systems [3] , offer more flexibility for learner's to decrease the learning content searching time, increase the learner's interest, and provide the recommendations relevant to learner's goals or interests [4, 5] . Recommendation or recommender system (RS) is a branch of information retrieval; gradually it filters the learning content in three ways, namely, content-based filtering (CBF), collaborative filtering (CF), and hybrid filtering (HF) [6] . In content-based filtering (CBF), it recommends only relevant learning contents to learners that are similar to the ones they preferred themselves in the past [7] , while in the collaborative filtering (CF), the learners recommend relevant learning contents that other learners with similar interest and preferences liked in the past [8] . The hybrid filtering (HF) is a third way to tackle the filtering results [9] that plays a controversial role to tackle the learner's required goals. Gradually, the hybrid filtering hybridized the features of content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. Somehow, the encouraged researchers combine some adopted machine learning techniques or approaches [7] with content-based filtering or collaborative filtering to emerge the artificial intelligent (AI) aspects in it. These adaptations construct
Problem Background
The major challenge in e-learning that affects the performance of recommender systems is learner-based cold-start problem [8] or new-starter problem that moderated against the learners' profile preferences in all types of recommender systems [15] . This problem endorses the learner-based profile recommendations issue and encompasses in two conditions.
(a) New-Learner Zero-Rated Profile Recommendations Issue.
When the learner is new in the system, the system is unable to extract sufficient information from the learner profile that is required for the starter recommendations [19, 20] . In other words, the recommender systems generally work with the learners' own historical or rated profile preferences. Therefore, the new learner in the system does not visit and rate any learning content, so the system does not acclaim the learners required goals and is unable to filter the starter or new recommendations.
(b) Average-Learners Low-Rated Profile Recommendations
Issue. The contemporary literature induced that the learners, which are not new in the system, are also facing the forecasting recommendation issues. In other words, the traditional e-learning recommender systems are unable to forecast the recommendations for low-rated learners [21, 22] . Critically, it has occurred when the learner is not regular in the system or learner has not rated and visited much learning contents. In both of the cases, the system is not able to recommend the learners required learning content, which loses the learner's interest.
Research Contribution towards E-Learning Recommender
Systems. Salient aspects of our research work, which would contribute towards the recommender systems in e-learning, are as follows:
(i) improve the traditional dataset driven method with -fold cross validation and normalization for eLearn-ingRecSys; (ii) drive a goal-based hybrid filtering approach that hybridized content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, and k-neighborhood scheme features to improve the content filtering feature of eLearningRec-Sys; (iii) overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendation issue with the hybridization of contentbased filtering and collaborative feature; (iv) improve the average-learner low-rated profile recommendation issue with the hybridization of collaborative filtering and k-neighborhood scheme features; (v) the proposed work is easily implemented for all sort of web-based learning recommender systems and implies the simplest way to improve the problem background.
Research Flexibility.
The proposed goal-based hybrid approach interworks with learner's personalized profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation, instead of metakeywords or historical informational aspects to overcome the learner-based cold-start problem that encompasses in two conditions: (i) overcome the new-learner zerorated profile recommendations issue, and (ii) improve the average-learner low-rated profile recommendations issue. In other words, the proposed hybrid approach decreases the e-learning recommender systems dependency on learner's historical or past preferences. The proposed hybrid approach may affect the learner's profile flexibility to make the e-learning recommender system (eLearningRecSys) more appropriate than the other traditional recommendation scenarios working in e-learning domain. In terms of the flexibility, the proposed approach has worked in all types of elearning scenarios; for example, some scenarios need long profile details and some need short. In that case, the proposed work just needs the three personalized profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation to filter the recommendations for learners in the eLearningRecSys collaboratively.
Literature Background
The learning goals provide a sense of direction and purpose to guide the learner for next learning step and promote clarity to achieve learners required learning content accurately [23, 24] . Arguably, the learning goals are only effective if learners use them to pinpoint and process goal-relevant information.
The abusement of learning goals will lay down the learner's interest and learner could not retrieve the learning contents as per their required goal or need. The importance of learning goals attract e-learning researchers to adopt this term in e-learning environment [25] . E-Learning enhanced the individual's problem-solving skills and enticed learner's to focus full attention on a task through the vividness of the learning concepts, intriguing or fascinating learning behavioral activities [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Some research studies define elearning as an effective way for enhancing the individual's problem-solving skills [6, 32, 33] . The studies reported that collaborative learning reflects the interaction with other learners in the formal knowledge-retrieving environment, such as recommender technology, to know their learning goals and support them to be involved in practical work placements [34] . Recommender technology is a part of information retrieval [35] . It has been popular in the 1990s when researchers used this technology the first time to overcome the information overloading or big data mismanagement issue [35] . The working criterion of this system is far from page-to-page knowledge explorer scenario, which is also useful to enhance the knowledge management efficiency and increase the learner's interests. It helps the target individuals navigate through a complex information retrieval by making suggestions of which the bit of information that target individual should consume, that is, read, watch, learn, and so forth. This recommendations are based on numeric form of data such as the like, dislike or ratings of learning
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International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 content by the learners are operated numerically from 1 to 5 [36] . Such systems efficiently deal with any big length of data, evaluate the learner's interests, and automatically generate relevant materialistic learning content suggestions or recommendations [19] . The emerging term of recommender systems in elearning is known as e-learning recommender systems [3] . In e-learning, the recommender systems work as instructor to acclaim the learner's goals, increase their interests, reduce boredom, and promote clarity to achieve learning requirements accurately [2] . Generally, "a goal in e-learning recommender systems is to specify the objectives that a learner may have when learners consult learning web services [37] . " Goal, in e-learning recommender systems, is an identification of requirements and achievements of relevant learning content that are required by the learner. To do so, recommender systems are implied on three famous filtering approaches that help to tackle the learning content most relevant to learner's goals. These approaches are content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, and hybrid filtering. Every approach has its great benefits and little drawbacks [8] , that is why most of researchers like to work with hybrid filtering approaches in which they peer different filtering approach with respect to domain and relevant issue [7] [8] [9] [38] [39] [40] . Recommendation or recommender system (RS) is a branch of information retrieval; gradually it filters the learning content in three ways, namely, content-based filtering (CBF), collaborative filtering (CF), and hybrid filtering (HF) [6] . In content-based filtering (CBF), it recommends only relevant learning contents to learners who are similar to the ones they preferred themselvs in the past [1, 7, 13] . Typically, this technique has less effectiveness on zero-rated cold-start problem [8] which is one of the major weaknesses of this approach. In these systems the recognition of learner's interest in a particular learning content has been derived on the base of vector similarities such as cosine similarity measurement [16] . By using this type of filtering approach, the recommender systems fully rely on the learners and learning contents profile past preferences; pendora.com is an example of it.
In the collaborative filtering (CF), the learners recommend relevant learning contents that other learners with similar interest and preferences liked in the past [7, 8] . This approach depends on the collaborative learner's profile preferences more than learner's own profile and past preferences and tackles the learner's interest by using weight, distance, or correlation between two learners such as euclidean distance. The filtration process works collaboratively or on multiusers network with similar interests. Progressively, this technique works fine to overcome the zero-rated cold-start problem [16] in some domains, but this technique has less effectiveness on low-rated cold-start problem which is one of the major weaknesses of this approach. Its recommendations are based on numeric data, means the learners likes, dislikes or ratings for learning content which calculated as 1 to 5 and the number of clicks per learning content collaboration, and so forth; newsweeder.com is an example of it.
Gradually, the hybrid filtering hybridized the features of content-based filtering and collaborative filtering [3] . Somehow, the encouraged researchers combine some adopted machine learning techniques or approaches [7] with contentbased filtering or collaborative filtering to emerge the artificial intelligent (AI) aspects in it [38, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . For example, [11] proposed user-oriented content-based recommender system (UCB-RS) [11] with two stages. In the first stage, the author in [11] used fuzzy theoretic content-based filtering to generate the initial population of users' preferences by interactive genetic algorithm (IGA) using reclusive methods (RMs). In second stage, the author in [11] used k-mean algorithm for clustering the item in order to handle time complexity of interactive genetic algorithm (IGA). Usually, the traditional k-mean is unable to handle time computational complexity with genetic algorithm if "k" is small [46] . Mostly with large set of data, the traditional k-mean does not give sufficient performance.
Literature Gap Analysis.
With the deep analysis on the existing literature, this study's results show that the three approaches that are famous in the study domain are contentbased filtering CBF, collaborative filtering CF, and hybrid filtering HF, which are generally the combination of contentbased filtering and collaborative filtering. The study also sees that researches adopted machine-learning technique KNN to become hybrid. These hybridizations depend upon the domain requirement. The deep and comprehensive eye of this study tackles that most of researches have done their work to solve the issue called cold-start. Table 1 shows the analyzed results of this literature review.
From a critical and a deep analysis, Table 1 shows that the cold-start problem is one of a common problems in recommender systems. The issue cause that is described in Table 1 is divided into four different types of learner-based profile issues, in which causes are elaborated in Table 2 . Table 2 defines the four issues and their causes in learnerbased cold-start problem. In the first issue, the new-learner or user cold-start occurs when the learner is new in the system and learner or user has zero past preferences. In the second issue, the new-item or content cold-start occurs when the item or content is new in the system and no learners have browsed it and rated or voted it before [7] . The third issue is low-rated user or learner cold-start; it occurs when the collaborative users or learners could not have high rated learning contents in the past preferences. And the fourth issue is low-rated item or content cold-start; it occurs when the item or content profile is unable to clarify the high rating by collaborative learners [38] . In these four issues, the domain systems are unable to suggest the recommendations [15] .
In recommender system approaches, if the content-based systems could not find the required information in the learning contents profile [13] or new or other learners did not have any past learning preferences, so the approach is unable to filter any recommendation for the learners. This cause generated an issue called cold-start in content-based filtering systems [7, 14] . The low-rated learner's profiles in cold-start are the main problem in collaborative filtering [38] . In both cases, the recommender system is unable to filter
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks [11] 2013 Cold-start New learner or user Shinde and Kulkarni [12] 2012 Cold-start Low-rated learner or user Souali et al. [13] 2011 Cold-start New-learner or user Ghani et al. [14] 2010 Cold-start New-learner or user Lécué [15] 2010 Cold-start Low-rated learner or user Ahn [16] 2008 Cold-start New-learner or user Wang et al. [17] 2008 Cold-start New-learner or user Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [7] 2005 Cold-start Low-rated learner or user Schein et al. [18] 2002 Cold-start New-learner or user Table 2 : Two issues in learner-based cold-start problem and their causes.
New-learner or user cold-start Zero rating to the item or learning content or no past preferences 2
Low-rated learner or user cold-start No high rated item or learning contents in past preferences the recommendations [18] . Instead of this, hybrid filtering systems delightedly help to improve the learner low-rated profile cold-start issue but it still may have zero-rated profiles cold-start issue. Due to these aspects, the study identified that cold-start is an important limitation of recommender systems that need more intention and integration from future researchers.
A Brief Introduction of Research Methodology
Gradually, the research methodology has been envisioned to meet the research study objectives and serves to provide subsequent processes. Table 3 defines the objectives of each research methodological phase that includes each phase objective, its activities that are involved in this research work, its processes, and the possible outcomes.
Phase-I: Dataset Cross Validation.
Since there is no wellknown dataset publically accessible of e-learning recommender system, perhaps based on the literature [21, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , this research examines that most of previous researchers mapped "MovieLens" dataset for e-learning recommender systems [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Therefore, this research work considered the "MovieLens" [57] dataset for tackling the experiments on proposed research work. The specialty of "MovieLens" is that it is a real-time dataset [57] and is famous for experimenting the constructed hybrid recommendation systems [49] [50] [51] .
The dataset "MovieLens" [21, 48] generally comes with validated data, which are defined in Table 4 . The density of the learners and learning contents matrix with respect to the ratings to the learning contents by the learners, created from the "MovieLens" dataset, is Density = total ratings ( , ) (total users | ∈ ) × (total items | ∈ ) .
(1a)
Equation (1a) is formulated as
Here, (1b) shows the results of the percentage of 15.86 density in "MovieLens" dataset " " that can be considered as appropriate enough in terms of sparsity for the evaluation of the dataset. Perhaps we see that the general validated dataset is not quite sufficient for the implementation of the proposed work. Alternatively, as per this study requirement, we operate -fold cross-validation [10] method for revalidation of "MovieLens" dataset " ", which is shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , the individual dataset sample ( ∈ [ 1 , . . . , ]) was used to obtain the random generation of subdataset samples, where 1 , . . . , ( = ) are equal in size [10, 58] . The normalized estimation of each subdataset, 1 , . . . , | ∈ rating of each learner against the learning content is the overall number of correct identification. The identifications have been helpful for the classification of the learners personalized profiles as zerorated, low-rated, and high-rated learners dataset class from individual "MovieLens" " " dataset sample. Each looping has been averaged and produced the actual normalization of the learners personalized profile dataset. Finally, the learners personalized profile classification is used to categorize the number of training and testing sets. The revalidated dataset key points are defined in Table 5 .
In Table 5 , the revalidated key points of "MovieLens" dataset " " are mentioned in detail. The study found only 10 learner's " ", which have the lowest ratings from 943 learner's " "; therefore, the study sees them as new-learner profiles. In the rest of 843 profiles, only 61 learner's " " profiles have high ratings " " and 872 have average ratings " ". Therefore, the system counts the 872 average ratings " " of learner's " " profiles as average-learner profiles and
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Action
Activities Involved Possible Outcome
Phase-I: Dataset validation
Validation of dataset " ", and classifies it into subsequent training " " and testing " " sets for the further experimental process on problem domain.
(i) Categorize the zero-rated new-learners and low-rated average-learners profile.
(ii) Classify training-set training set and testing set for the zero-rated new-learner cold-start recommendation experimental process.
(i) Categorize the low-rated average-learners and high-rated super-learners profile.
(ii) Classify training-set training set and testing set for the low-rated average-learner cold-start recommendation experimental process.
Phase-II: Propose approach
Content-based filtering hybridized with collaborative features.
Overcome new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations issue. Collaborative filtering inherited with -neighborhood scheme features.
Overcome average-learner low-rated profile recommendations issue. the 61 high ratings " " of learner's " "profiles as superlearner profiles. The classification of zero-rated, low-rated and high-rated learner profiles have been done from database " ".
Phase-II: Proposed Approach.
In second phase, the research work accommodates proposed approach in two eras. First, it overcomes the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations [19, 20] with the hybridization of content-based filtering and collaborative features. Secondly, it improves the average-user low-rated profile recommendations [21, 22] with the hybridization of collaborative filtering and kneighborhood scheme features. Figure 2 demonstrates the working flow of proposed approach, its working features and dimensions of learner's profile recommendations to encompass the learner-based cold-start problem in the above two eras simultaneously. The description of Figure 2 parameters is mentioned in Table 6 . Figure 2 demonstrates the proposed approach recommendation model, its working features, and dimensions of learner's profile recommendations that encompass the learner-based cold-start problem in two ways simultaneously: the first is new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations and the second is average-learner low-rated profile recommendations. The description of Figure 2 parameters is mentioned in Table 6 .
In Table 6 , represents the training set and represents the testing sets from "MovieLens" dataset. For fulfilling the objectives of this proposed work, the proposed goalbased hybrid filtering approach works with (i) content-based filtering with collaborative features that helps to overcome the new-user profiling issue and show the usefulness of user-to-user personalized profile similarities; and (ii) collaborative filtering with k-neighborhood scheme features that helps to overcome the new-user profiling issue and show the usefulness of user-to-user personalized profile neighborhood similarities. In both of the above approaches, (a) and (b) performed their work simultaneously in the proposed goal-based hybrid approach to overcome the learnerbased cold-start recommendation challenges. The system attempt the learner's profile " " personalized preferences similarity with learner's profile " " and recommends the relevant learning content " " to the target learner. In the proposed approach, the system generates relevant learning contents to overcome two types of learner's cold-start profile recommendation issues, which are as follows: (a) new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations [19, 20] and (b) average-learner low-rated profile recommendations [21, 22] .
Goal-Based Hybrid Filtering
This research proposed a goal-based hybrid filtering approach in e-learning recommender systems, defined as eLearningRecSys to provide a sense of learning direction and purpose to guide the learner for the next learning step. This research may promote the clarity to achieve required learning contents, enhancing the learning interest and personal satisfaction that help to build the learner interest. Usually, recommender systems in e-learning are based on the learner's profile extra information, such as past history,
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T S1 T R2 T S2 Figure 2 : Proposed approach recommendation model, its features, and dimensions. Table 6 : Parameters description that has been used in Figure 2 .
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Parameters Description 1
First training set of learner's "U'' profile with ratings ''R'' range (0 ≤ R ∈ r ≤ 60). 1 First testing set of learner's "U'' profile with ratings ''R'' range (60 < R ∈ r ≤ 1000). 2 Second training set of learner's "U'' profile with ratings ''R'' range (60 < R ∈ r ≤ 1000). 2 Second is testing set of learner's "U'' profile with ratings "R'' range (R ∈ r > 1000).
(a)
Hybridization of content-based filtering with collaborative.
Hybridization of collaborative filtering with -neighborhood features.
Average-learner low-rated profile recommendations. "U"
Training class of learner's profiles ( = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , ). "V"
Testing class of learner's profiles
Related learning contents
Step 6
To new/low rated users
Step 7
Personalized profiles similarities (age, gender, occupation)
Preferences Preferences
Personalized profiles similarities
Step 4
Data processing
Categorization
Step 3
Zero-rated profiles
Classification
Step 2
Low-rated profiles
High-rated profiles
Initialization
Learners profiles (U-ID, age, gender, occupation)
Learning content profiles (I-ID, title, year, URL)
Learners and contents ratings (U-ID, I-ID, rating, timestamp)
Step 1
Similar profiles
Step 5
k-neighbors similar learners
Training sets (T R1 and T R2 )
Testing sets (T S1 and T S2 ) Learners (T S1 and T S2 ) profiles from T S1 and T S2 ratings, or likes and dislikes. Alternatively, the proposed hybrid approach does not require any extra information or historical data of the learner; it only requires the learner's personalized profile preferences, such as age, gender, and occupation that a recommender knows to produce the possible recommendation outcome for end learner in the focused domain of e-learning. The proposed hybrid filtering allows the system to simultaneously assist the learner of zerorated and low-rated profile recommendations and retrieve their required goals. Figure 3 demonstrates the framework of the proposed goal-based hybrid filtering approach.
5.1.
Step 1: Initialization. The first step is a part of data preprocessing; it has initialized the three dataset classes form "MovieLens" as learner and content ratings, learner's profiles, and learning content profiles where learner profiles class " " uses their ratings " " information for each learning content " ". The initialization of data is based on the users personalized profile preferences, for example, age, gender, occupation, and learning content for recommendation of the learner's rating information. The set of users, items, and ratings has been initialized as (2a), (2b), and (2c):
5.2.
Step 2: Classification. The classification of learners' class " " from "MovieLens" dataset has been tackled as per of their total ratings against each learning content. In this system, the recommendations are based on the k-neighbors similar
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks learner profiles and their total ratings against the learning contents ( → ) which have been counted with the help of the following:
Equation (3) is being used to analyze the new and other learners by their ratings against all learning contents. Here, defines the total learner rating, defines the total number of learner's, and defines total learning contents and range of rating from 1 to 5 to the learning contents . Perhaps, we could not find any zero-rated user profile in "MovieLens" dataset. Alternatively, with the help of (3), this research work classified the learner's profiles class into three types of learner's profiles classes described in Table 7 . Table 7 shows the classified classes as zero-rated from 0 to 60, low-rated from 61 to 1000, and super-rated from 1000 to onward rating profiles. Figure 4 demonstrates the classification method of "MovieLens" dataset learner " " profiles class into 3 subsequent learner profiles dataset classes for further operations. The classified classes names are set as new-learner zero-rated profiles "NLP" class, average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP" class, and super-learner's high-rated profiles "SLP" class using the count of their total ratings " " information for learning contents " ". Figure 4 demonstrates the classification of "MovieLens" dataset " ". By referring to Figure 4 , the classification of learner's class can be described as follows:
(a) The New-Learner's Zero-Rated Profiles. The new-learner's profile classification has been concurred from the "Movie-Lens" dataset learner's " " class. To handle the zero-rated profile situation, this study makes the strategy to classifiy those profiles as new-learner, in which count of ratings is in range of 0 to 60 against all the learning contents. The study found only 10 learner profiles with less than 60 ratings " ∈ " history preferences. Therefore, the new-learner's zero-rated profiles "NLP" are settled in the range from (0 ≤ ∈ ≤ 60) that are shown in Figure 4 . By using the new-learner zerorated strategy, which has been settled within the range of 0 to 60, the system automatically classifies the upcoming newlearner's as zero-rated category with the help of (4a) to go through the next process:
The Average-Learner Low-Rated Profiles. In this, the classification of learner profile has been done on behalf of ratings of each learner as like new-learner profiles. Although, the scenario slightly changed with average-learner profiles, here the system collects those learners' profiles, which are not new in the system nor visit or rate " ∈ " much learning contents. Therefore, the learners have less or average level of rated profiles and system recorded those profiles as average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP. " The study examined that "MovieLens" dataset learners " " class has only 872 learner's profiles, in which count of rating has been higher than 60 but lower than 1000, as shown in Figure 5 . Therefore, the strategy automatically settled the learner profiles, in which range of ratings is from (60 < ∈ ≤ 1000) and classifies them as average-learner low-rated profiles with the help of (4b) to go through the next process:
(c) The Super-Learner High-Rated Profiles. The classification of super-learner profiles also has been made on behalf of ratings of each learner as like average-learner and new-learner profiles. The super-learners are so called super because they visit the learning content more than average learner. In the super-learner's scenario, the system examined "MovieLens" dataset and found that in the 61 learners' profiles the ratings range has been above 1000 as shown in Figure 5 . In the high-rated learner's profiles, strategy settles the range from ( ∈ > 1000), so the system automatically classifies superlearner's with the help of (4c) as high-rated category and is represented as "SLP": T S1 Figure 5 : The categorization of "MovieLens" dataset in subsequent training and testing sets. 
5.3.
Step 3: Categorization. In this step, the proposed work categorizes the learner's profiles into the training set and testing set . These training and testing sets have been used to in the personalized profile similarities computation. Gradually, the categorization of dataset has been done as 50 percent of training and rest of dataset for testing [11] or as 70 percent of training and rest of dataset for testing [18] and vice versa. Alternatively, this research work classifies and uses the training set and testing set in a slighter different way, which are defined in Figure 5 .
To handle the training and testing sets strategy, the zero-rated learner's profiles with ratings range from 0 ≤ ∈ ≤ 60 profiles have been set as first training set 1 and average-rated learner's profiles with ratings range from 60 < ∈ ≤ 1000 are as first testing set 1 which were discussed earlier. The first training set 1 and first testing set 1 are being used in the proposed hybrid approach to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations issue. Afterwards, for the low-rated profile recommendation issue, 2 and 2 are being used in the proposed hybrid approach to improve the average-learner low-rate profile recommendations issue. With this being settled, the second training set 2 has been set with the average-learner's low-rated profiles with rating range from 60 < ∈ ≤ 1000 and the second testing set 2 is set with the super-learner's high-rated profiles with the ratings range as ∈ > 1000. The detailed description on new-learner, average-learner, and super-learner profiles with respect to their learning content ratings is presented. The definitions of these training and testing sets that are shown in Table 8 .
This research study categorized the training and testing sets in a slighter different way from the previous literature [11, 18] . This research study system categorizes two training sets, such as 1 and 2 , and two types of testing sets, such as 1 and 2 , for the further experiments. Methodologically, the first training set 1 and first testing set 1 have been used to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations issue with the help of content-based filtering and collaborative features in the proposed hybrid filtering approach. Simultaneously, the second training set 2 and second testing set 2 have been used to improve the average-learner low-rated profile recommendations issue with the help of collaborative filtering and k-neighborhood scheme features in hybrid filtering approach. as age, gender, and occupation with respect to the training sets 1 , 2 and testing sets 1 , 2 . These personalized profile preferences are tackled to perform the learner's personalized profile comparisons with each other. The profile comparisons help to compute the similarities between the learner's goals or interests in collaborative network with the hybridization of content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, and k-neighborhood features, which are described as follows.
(a) Content-Based Filtering with Collaborative Features. In traditional content-based recommender systems, the recommendation is being predicted through the learner's own historical profile activities which means that the system produces recommendations using only those clusters which belong to the learner historical activities. Figure 6 shows the workflow of content-based filtering with collaborative features to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations issue, and it shows the usefulness of collaborative personalized profile similarities scheme. Figure 6 shows the operational workflow of contentbased filtering with collaborative filtering features to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile "NLP" recommendations issue. The conventional, content-based approach [13, 43, 59] recommends relevant items, if and only if the learners have their own background profile history of rated or visited learning contents. In the other way, the traditional contentbased approach worked on learner's own historical details or rating details . Alternatively, the proposed hybridization of content-based filtering with collaborative features worked in a slightly different way from the traditional content-based filtering approach. In this, foremost the total rating of each learner is being used to classify the new-learner's zero-rated profiles "NLP" and average-learner's low-rated profiles "ALP" for the further process. The personalized profile similarities between collaborative learner's profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation in content-based filtering with collaborative features method have been measured to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendation. The following similarities are being measured by using cosine similarity method with the help of (5), as follows:
With the help of (5), the personalized similarities have been measured between new-learner's zero-rated profiles "NLP" which are considered as first training set 1 and averagelearner's low-rated profiles "ALP" which are considered as first testing set 1 . Both of training 1 and testing 1 sets have worked as cosine vector and the similarities computational results are represented as Sim( 1 , 1 ). The similarity results are demonstrated further in this paper.
(b) Collaborative Filtering with k-Neighborhood Features.
Generally, in the collaborative filtering approaches [22, 50, 60] , the system recommends those learning contents as relevant learning contents to the target learner's, which are highly rated or sequently visited by the other learner's. For example, if one learner highly rated or visited any learning content of category 1 and the second learner may highly rate or visit other learning contents of the same category 1, so the traditional collaborative system recommends the first learner rated learning content to second learner and the visited or rated learning content of second learner has been recommended to the first learner. This means that the traditional collaborative approaches did not work efficiently if the learners have low rated or less sequently visited learning contents or have minimum rated or visited historical profile. Alternatively, the collaborative filtering with kneighborhood scheme features foremost worked with total rating of per learner in a slightly different way. The proposed work used the total ratings of each learner to classify the average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP" and super-learner's high-rated profiles "SLP" to overcome the average-learner low-rated profile recommendations issue and show the usefulness of user-to-user personalized profile similarities using k-neighborhood scheme features. Figure 7 shows the workflow of famous machine learning k-neighborhood scheme features with collaborative filtering approach. Figure 7 shows the operational workflow of collaborative filtering with k-nearest neighbor's scheme features for the improvement of average-learner's low-rated profiles "ALP" recommendations issue. The personalized similarities have been computed between average-learner low-rated collaborative profiles and super-learner's high-rated collaborative profiles by using their personalized profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation. The average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP" are considered as second training set 2 and super-learner's high-rated profiles "SLP" are considered as second testing set 2 for the personalized similarities measurement by using the euclidean cosine similarity method as follows:
With the help of (6), the personalized similarities havee been measured between the average-learner's low-rated profiles "ALP" as first vector class which is represented as second training set 2 and super-learner's high-rated profiles "SLP" as second vector class which is represented as second testing set 2 by using their personalized profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation. The similarities results of "ALP" vector class as training set 2 2 and "SLP" vector class as testing set 2 2 are represented as Sim( 2 , 2 ) and are demonstrated further in this paper.
5.5.
Step 5: Similar Profiles. As discussed earlier, the newlearner zero-rated profiles "NLP" are set to as first training set 1 and average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP" as first testing set ( 1 ) to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendations. Similarly, to improve the average-learner low-rated profile recommendations, the system categorized average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP" as second training set 2 and super-learner's high-rated profile "SLP" as second testing set 2 .
Step 5 collects the similar learner's profile results as Sim( 1 , 1 ) and Sim( 2 , 2 ) from step 4 for the next process. With respect to the similarities between both training and testing sets, this step chooses only kneighbors similar learner's profile results as Sim( 1 , 1 ) and Sim( 2 , 2 ) in which profiles personalized preferences such as age, gender, and occupation are very similar to other learner's profiles in the collaborative network. Afterwards, this step selects the similar k-neighborhood learner's profiles of 1 and 2 and forwards them to step 6 for further process.
5.6.
Step 6: Related Learning Contents. This step collects the similar k-neighborhood learner's profiles of 1 and 2 from step 5 and selects the learning contents which have been visited or rated " " in the past by the k-neighborhood learner's of 1 and 2 . The selected learning contents " " have been sent to step 7 for recommendations to the target learner's, denoted as ( 1 , 2 ) →̂.
Step 7: Recommendations.
Step 7 is the last step of operational framework of the proposed hybrid approach and plays its part of work between the system and the relevant learners. This step receives the recommendation learningcontents " " from step 6 and recommends them to the newlearner zero-rated profiles "NLP" and average-learner lowrated profiles "ALP. " The recommendations in both cases are denoted as "rm. "
Hybrid Results and Discussion
This section shows the proposed work experiments and results. With respect to the problem background, the experimental work is partitioned into two portions. The first is new-learner zero-rated profile recommendation experimental results and the second is average-learner low-rated profile recommendation experimental results, which are as follows.
New-Learner Zero-Rated Profile Recommendations.
As per reconsideration of (5), the experimental operations are based on the cosine vector-based similarity measurement. Experimental results are structured as per the availability of dataset. For new-learner's zero-rated profile "NLP" recommendations issue, this research work has used 1 as training set 1 and 1 as testing set 1 in the experimental setup of the proposed hybrid approach for this issue. Here, we considered 1 as training set 1 as and 1 as testing set 1 as . The similarity between the and has been used as [ × ] factorization matrix as 0 ≤ ∼ ≤ 1. Therefore, the is set to be as target learner's profile class; perhaps, is set as other learner's profile classes. This study conducts three similarity experiments using different lengths of training sets = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) and operates the personalized profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation similarity measurement with the total range of testing set = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V ). The three experiments are discussed as follows.
(a) Experiment 1. In the first experiment of new-learner's profile recommendation issue, the system randomly selects 2 learner's profiles in which count of ratings against learning contents or items is between 0 and 60 as new-learner's = ( 1 , 2 ) as a training set 1 and operates the similarity with the total number of learner's = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 872 ) profiles with ratings 61 to 1000 identifies as other or average learner's and considered as testing set 1 . 
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks the resulting matrix of experiment 1, which is conducted with = ( 1 , 2 ) training and = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 872 ) testing set. Table 9 (a) shows the similarity measurement results between the [ × ] similarity matrix, where = ( 1 , 2 ) and used as training set 1 ; perhaps = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 872 ) and set to be defined as testing set 1 . The results are discussed further in this paper. The similarities in Table 9 have been computed with parameters that work between 0.1 and 1.0 with the help of (7) as follows.
if there is perfect similarity between learner and learner V profiles ≥ 0.1 and < 0.9 if there is mature similarity between learner and learner V profiles 0 if there is no similarity between learner and learner V profiles.
(b) Experiment 2. In the second experiment, the system randomly selected 5 learner's profiles, which total learning contents rating is between 0 to 60 and considered them as a new-learner. The learners have total ratings above then 60 and less than 1000 are considered as average-learners. The range of new-learner class profiles = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) are set to be as training set 1 and the range of average-learner class profiles = (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , . . . , V 872 ) are set to be as testing set 1 Table 9 (b) shows the resulting matrix of experiment 1, which is conducted with = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) training and = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 872 ) testing set. Table 9 (b) represents the similarity results of [ 5 × 872 ] learner's profile similarity matrix. The learner's class " " is set to be as training set 1 are helpful to identify the high, average and less similar learner's profiles. The parameters have been defined with the help of (9). Each score of the similarity matrix contains a measure of similarity between the elements of 1 and 1 learner's profiles. The similarities in Table 9 (b) have been computed with the parameters that work from higher score 1.0 to lower score 0.1. The higher scores are given to accurate similar learner's profiles; lower scores are given to less similar learner's profiles and in between the score are given to average similar learner's profiles. The parameters have been defined with the help of (9) as follows:
(c) Experiment3. In the third experiment, the system select all the new-learners profiles, which total learning contents rating is between 0 to 60 and the range of new-learner's class to be as training set 1 as 1 . The average-learners with total ratings above then 60 and less than 1000 with the range of class = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 872 ) is set to be as testing set 1 as 1 . Table 9 (c) represents the similarity results of [ × ] learner's profile similarity matrix. The results of similarity matrix have been computed with the parameters from higher 1.0 to lower 0.1 score. The higher scores are given to accurate the learner's profiles similarity; lower scores shows less similarity of learner's profiles and in between the score are given to average similar learner's profiles of [ × ]. The parameters have been defined with the help of (9).
Average-Learner Low-Rated Profile Recommendations.
In this section, the experimental result has been detailed with the help of (6); the experimental operations are based on the Euclidean distance similarity measurement. The similarity matrix factorization has been adjusted as [ × ] . This study selects all the low-rated learner's profiles "ALP" with ratings between 61 and 1000 as = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 ,. . ., 872 ) and the total number of learner 61 profiles with high ratings above 1000 are identified as other or super-learner's profiles "SLP. " The low-rated learners have been considered as second training set 2 and highrated learner's profiles are considered as second testing set 2 . Table 10 shows the computational similarity results of [ 872 × 61 ] learner's profile similarity matrix, which is conducted with ( 1 , 2 , . . . , =872 ) training and ( 1 , 2 , . . . , 61 ) testing set. The similarity measurement results between the [ × ] similarity matrix to improve the low-rated average learner's profiles "ALP" recommendations. Here, = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 ,. . ., 872 ) and is used as training set 2 ; perhaps = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 61 ) and is set to be defined as testing set 2 . The results are discussed further in this paper. The similarities in Table 10 have been computed with parameters that work between 0.1 and 1.0 with the help of (7).
Experimental Results
Analysis. After collecting the experimental data, this section helps to analyze the experimental resutls. Mostly, researchers utilize statistics to determine if the results are statistically significant or not. This research work used the famous statistical methods precision and recall to analyze the results efficiency of proposed filtering approach. The formulation structure of precision Pr and recall Re is as follows:
Total size of recommended learning contents Total size of learning contents ,
Recall ( 
The results analysis has been done with the help of precision equation (8) and recall equation (9), respectively. In (8) and (9), rm embodies the total number of recommended contents, represents total contents stored in the system, and ( ⋅V) →̂i s considered as total relevant contents with respect to ratings.
Hybrid Results
Analysis. This research has been constuct the personalized similarities between new-learner's, averagelearner's and super-learner's profiles. The results analysis has been shown with the help of famous precision and recall methods. Table 11 (a) shows the analyzed precision and recall scores for new-learner zero-rated profile "NLP" recommendations and average-learner low-rated profile "ALP" recommendations matrices are shown in Tables 9(a), 9(b), 9(c) , and 10 and demonstrated in Figure 8 (a) using bar graph diagram.
Table 11(b) shows the mean of precision and mean of recall scores for new-learner zero-rated profile "NLP" and average-learner low-rated profile "ALP" recommendations matrices in Table 11 (a). Figure 8(b) shows the resultant values in Table 11 (b) using bar graph diagram. With the help of the above parameters of precision Pr and recall Re, Figure 8 (a) stated that new-learner zero-rated profiles "NLP" resultant matrices from Tables 9(a), 9(b), 9(c) , and average-learner low-rated profiles "ALP" resultant matrices from Table 10 exhibit almost identical efficiency of proposed work that would be indicated by precision Pr values. Their recall Re values differ considerably, hinting at similar behavior with respect to the types of learner's scored personalized profiles similarities. While the mean of precision Pr and mean of recall Re resultant values defined in Table 11 (b) and graphically represented as Figure 8 (b), respectively.
Results Evaluation and Discussion.
For the evaluation of proposed Goal-based hybrid filtering, the recommendation results are compared with related literature work [11] results scheme. In [11] , the author used machine learning to improve content-based filtering and proposed user-oriented contentbased recommender system (UCB-RS) with two stages as like our proposed work. In the first stage, the authors [11] used fuzzy theoretic content-based filtering to generate the initial population of users' preferences by interactive genetic algorithm using reclusive methods to improve the traditional content-based filtering for new cold-start users. Perhaps, in proposed goal-based hybrid filtering approach, the newlearner zero-rated profile recommendations issue has been improved with the hybridization of content-based filtering and collaborative features. In second stage, the authors [11] used k-mean algorithm for clustering the item in order to handle time complexity of interactive genetic algorithm to improve the collaborative recommendations. Perhaps, in proposed goal-based hybrid filtering, the average-learner lowrated profile recommendations have been overcome with the hybridization of collaborative filtering and k-neighborhood features.
The results evaluation helps to indicate that the proposed goal-based approach performance has improved the hybrid filtering recommender systems for new-learner and average-learner recommendations in e-learning scenarios. The evaluation of proposed approach has been compares with related literature work [11] results to see how much the proposed work contributes to increase the recommendations in hybrid recommender systems in e-learning scenarios. The evaluation results of related literature work [11] and the proposed goal-based hybrid filtering are given in Table 12 . In the proposed approach, the mean of (8) precision Pr has been used for calculating all the recommendations that were useful to learners, while the mean of (9) has been used to measure the desired learning contents appearing among the recommendations. The results in Table 12 show improvements in proposed goal-based hybrid filtering approach results with the comparison of related literature work [11] . Now this work test the statistical significance to determine the probability difference of improvement between proposed hybrid approach and the literature work [11] . To do this, the -test has been used to compute the comparison differences with the help of (10a), defined as follows: -test = difference between mean of set 1 and set 2 √variance of set 1 and set 2 /size of set 1 and set 2 = mean (Pr) − mean (Re)
R E T R A C T E D
Equation (10a) is used to compute the difference between evaluated literature work and proposed research work. The difference has been tackled between the mean of set 1 and set 2 .
In the case of this research work, the set 1 of -test has been set as the value of mean of precision (Pr) and the set 2 of -test has been set as the value of mean of recall (Re). The 2 1 shows the population variance standard deviation of precision set and 2 2 shows the population variance standard deviation of recall set. The variance of precision and recall sets is calculated by (10b) and (10c) as follows:
(10c) 1 represents the total subjects values in precision set, while 2 shows the subjects values in recall set. By calculating the -test between the precision and recall sets of proposed approach and evaluation literature work [11] , the process gets the precision and recall value sets from Table 12 and computes the -test by using famous statistical software [61] . The results of -test are shown in Table 13 . Table 13 shows the -test result that shows the probability difference between the proposed approach and evaluation literature work [11] . The -test result shows the difference value 0.29, which comes in the medium effect category [62] . Figure 9 shows the results of Tables 12 and 13 by using bar graph diagram.
In Figure 9 , the results show clear improvement of our proposed goal-based hybrid filtering for e-learning recommender systems, defined as eLearningRecSys. The proposed hybrid approach enhanced the learning content recommendations as revealed in the result mean of precision Pr, 82.97%, mean of recall Re, 84.68%. The results demonstrate the controversial combination of content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, and k-neighborhood features that helps to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile "NLP" recommendations and improve the average-learner low-rated profile "ALP" recommendations simultaneously.
In the evaluation stage compared with the research work of [11] , the authors work is based on reclusive traditional content-based recommendation methods aimed at dealing with content-based recommendations to the new-users. This approach contains precision mean 66.43% and recall mean 78.53% as mentioned in [11] . In the comparison evaluation of proposed goal-based hybrid filtering with [11] , it is examined that one machine learning technique is enough to enhance the performance of recommender system if the hybridization sequence is controversially accurate. However, the traditional k-mean in [11] is unable to handle time computational complexity with genetic algorithm. Mostly with large set of content, the traditional k-mean does not give sufficient performance if k is small [46] .
Conclusion
The e-learning applies to all the web-based styles and webbased fields of learning scenarios. Generally, these days, all the e-learning styles and fields work with the information retrieval crawlers. The information retrievals are gradually being used for retrieving the web-based learning content electronically over the Internet. The information retrieval systems take some initial keyword from the end user to retrieve the learning content. Due to the large size of elearning content on web [63] , the end user or learner failed to find their required content in sort time. For this,
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks the recommender systems are proposed in e-learning webbased scenarios. Recommender system is the branch of information retrieval that suggests the recommendations to end user that help to find the related learning content in a less time as compared to traditional e-learning web-based content retrieval systems. Recommender system is a very active research field. A number of works have already been mentioned in the literature background. This work proposed the goal-based hybrid filtering for personalized similarities between collaborative users profile preferences in e-learning recommender systems, defined as eLearningRecSys. This paper discussed the research challenge learnerbased cold-start problem; it occurs in eLearningRecSys when the system tackles the recommendation based on learner's past profile preferences, such as voting or like and dislike, to the specific learning contents by the learner. Previous literature taught that the learner-based cold-start problem is well known in recommendation systems. Bundle of literature has found the improvement of learner-based coldstart problem with the help of collaborative filtering and other approaches. However, none of them considered the learner's own personalized preferences such as age, gender, and occupation similarities and none of them overcome the both zero-rated and low-rated learner's recommendation issues simultaneously in one system. Alternatively, the goalbased hybrid filtering approach divides the learner-based cold-start problem into two issues, called new-learner zerorated profile "NLP" recommendations and average-learner low-rated profile "ALP" recommendations with aim to help the learner's on both recommendation issues simultaneously in one system. This research has used the famous "MovieLens" dataset " " for experiments and proposed a work to overcome the new-learner zero-rated profile "NLP" recommendations and overcome the average-learner low-rated profile "ALP" recommendations using the learner's personalized profile preferences similarity with super-learner's high-rated profiles "SLP" collaboratively. The proposed research work has intended to introduce a goal-based hybrid filtering approach for elearning recommender systems that hybridized the contentbased filtering, collaborative filtering, and k-neighborhood scheme features. The results of proposed work demonstrate that the goal-based hybrid filtering plays its role to improve the new-learner zero-rated profile recommendation issue and overcome the average-learner low-rated profile recommendations issue simultaneously at the mean time. Nevertheless, the average mean of precision Pr scored 83.44% and mean of recall Re scored 85.22% and have been evaluated with related literature work [11] . The -test probability difference of mean(Pr) and mean(Re) with evaluated literature work is 0.29 that seems the proposed hybrid approach have been made the medium level of improvement in the problem background of the relevant research domain.
The contribution of this research work has intend to propose a goal-based hybrid filtering approach that work with the learners personalized profile preferences such as age, gender and occupation to compute the similarity with other learner or group of learners profile in the collaborative network. These personalized similarities in collaborative learner's network are helpful to get the similar goals of different learner's to overcome the zero-rated learner's recommendations and improve the low-rated learner's profile recommendations simultaneously in one proposed system. The results show that the proposed goal-based hybrid filtering has a flexibility to generate good similarities with minimum learner's profile preferences such as age, gender, and occupation without using any extra profile information. Perhaps, it may work with the maximum learner's profile personalized preferences too, if it is applicable in the future.
Research Limitation and Future Work
The limitation of proposed hybrid approach is intended to facilitate and respond to the recommendations to registered learners only who have their personalized profiles in the system. The nonregistered learners or guest is unable to receive the recommendations by the system.
The learner's requirements are increasing with the passage of time; for this, more research is required to be applicable in real-world situations in the field of e-learning recommender systems [59] . The future work will enhance the learner-profile based similarity results for the significance improvement of proposed goal-based hybrid filtering for learner-based coldstart problem using multiagent-based personalized similarities in different formal and informal e-learning scenarios with other machine learning approaches to check the contentfiltering accuracy, time deficiency, and stability of other normalized datasets too. It may help in the multilearner's personalized similarities, recommendation timeline, and recommendation contents filtration accuracy.
